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Optical sensors play an important role and are employed for more application in today’s lives 
than ever before. As an example, optical sensing systems have established strong footprints in 
quality assurance (i.e. ensuring safe levels of controlled substances in drinks and food products) 
and self-diagnostics (e.g. detection and quantification of glucose in blood or pregnancy 
assessment test). Conventional optical sensor read-out is based on colour change or signal 
variation (i.e. absorbance or fluorescence intensity) of the label/tag molecule (i.e. dyes) 
conjugated to the capture probes. However, requirement of expensive and sophisticated 
labels/tags and instruments, skilled personnel, and other inherent issues with the dye labels (i.e. 
short lift-time, concentration dependent quenching etc.) limit their broader application. 
Therefore, label-free sensors present a great advantage over their label based counterparts. 
Label-free optical sensors rely on changes in physical properties (e.g. refractive index: n) of the 
sensing substrate occurring during a binding event. Nanoporous substrates (i.e. porous silicon, 
nanoporous anodic alumina, and titania nanotubes arrays) prepared by simple and scalable 
electrochemical anodization process in combination with spectroscopy techniques that can be 
realized with miniature spectrometer (e.g. reflectometric interference spectroscopy, localized 
surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy etc.) can potentially overcome the limitations of label-
based sensing systems. However, comprehensive and extensive fundamental research must be 
carried out in this field to make this technology feasible, efficient, reliable, sensitive, selective 
and inexpensive.  
In this scenario, this thesis puts forward a novel combination of nanoporous anodic 
alumina (NAA) and reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS) for developing a highly 
sensitive detection system for environmental and biomedical sensing application. High surface 
area, modifiable surface chemistry, and optical activity make NAA a perfect substrate for highly 
sensitive label-free detection using RIfS platform. Moreover, the geometric features of NAA can 
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be controlled during the fabrication process to generate more complex optical photonic 
structures. The simplicity and versatility of this combination (i.e. NAA and RIfS) also allows for 
real-time monitoring of the release of drug for the NAA pores. The most relevant features of this 
thesis are: 
1. NAA Substrate and its Surface Chemistry: Optimization and fabrication of NAA substrate 
with straight pores using two step electrochemical anodization process. Optimization and 
modification of NAA surface chemistry with different silanes (e.g. amine terminated or thiol 
terminated) to impart it selectivity and specificity towards analyte molecules. 
2. NAA Photonic Structures: Designing, fabrication, and optimization of NAA pore geometry 
(i.e. effective medium) to obtain photonic structures (i.e. Rugate filters) that display highly 
sensitive and selective detection capabilities in combination with RIfS. Comparison of 
sensing capabilities of NAA straight pores with NAA photonic structures.  
3. Flow Cells for Sensing: Designing and fabrication of different types of flow cells including 
bulk and micro-fluidic flow cell that can accommodate NAA substrates. 
4. Sensing of Heavy Metal Ions: Modification of NAA substrate with silane which specifically 
bind to heavy metal ions such as gold (III) and mercury (II) ions in model solvent (i.e. mili-Q 
water) and real-life samples (i.e. tap water and water from river Torrens in Adelaide, South 
Australia). 
5. RIfS vs Photoluminescence using NAA Substrate: Sensing properties of NAA studied using 
RIfS and photoluminescence as the detection techniques, when analytes were introduced into 
NAA pores under non-specific and specific binding conditions.  
6. Real-time Drug Release Monitoring from NAA Pores: NAA pores can act as nanocontainers 
which can hold substantial amounts of drug molecules that can be released over an extended 
vi 
 
period of time. NAA loaded with model drug acts as a way of measuring the drug release 
from its pores in real-time and under dynamic flow conditions using RIfS. 
The results presented in this thesis are expected to open doors for the development of more 
innovative and complex NAA photonic structures and surface chemistries aimed to produce 
highly sensitive and selective miniature, portable, and point-of-care analysis system for various 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Sensors Introduction 
A sensor can be defined as an analytical device that measure any change in a physical or 
chemical quantity and present it as a readable output, which is easily understood by an observer 
1. A simple chemical or bio-sensor consist of three fundamental components (Figure 1); a) 
Sensing layer; that captures or binds to the target analyte (i.e. a chemical or biological molecule) 
to be detected, b) transducer; which converts the capturing or binding event into a readable 
signal (i.e. colorimetric, optical, electric, etc.), and c) display; which shows the final output 
reading obtained corresponding to the capturing event 1-3.  Over the last few decades, the 
research for new and more effective sensing tools for biomedical research, healthcare, 
pharmaceuticals, environmental monitoring, homeland security, and the battlefield has led to the 
development of a new generation of more powerful and smart sensors. Sensors and biosensors 
used in various application fields have a huge market of over several billion US$ every year. 
According to a recent study by www.persistencemarketresearch.com the global sensors market 
was USD 12.9 billion in 2014 and is expected to reach USD 22.5 billion by 2020, growing at a 
CAGR of 9.7% from 2014 to 2020. The report suggested Asia-pacific to witness the highest 
growths in this field by 2018 (i.e. more than 18%) according to a previous study 4-5. Most 
conventional sensors developed over the past few decades rely on a labelling strategy, in which a 
label or a tag molecule (fluorescent or radioactive) is attached to the sensing element or the 
analyte to confirm the critical sensing reaction. Although label-based sensing methods are really 
sensitive and can provide detection limit up-to single molecule scale, preparation of the suitable 
label/tag and attaching it to the sensing entity is a labour intensive and expensive task 6. This 
makes label-based sensing systems un-attractive for several  




applications. Recently, a new breed of sensing devices has evolved which does not require 
labelling or tagging, thus omitting the inherent problem of labelled sensors. These sensors are 
called label-free sensors. Furthermore, the enormous amount of development in the mobile 
phone technology has given rise to a completely new plethora of compact, smart, low-cost, and 
simple sensing systems. Label-free sensing systems rely on changes in physical properties such 
as refractive index, mass, electrical parameters (potential, current, resistance and so on) and 
others in response to binding of receptor with the target analyte. Label-free sensing devices can 
be classified into optical, piezoelectric, and electrochemical devices on the basis of their 
transduction mechanism 7-9.   
 
Figure 1.1. Schematic showing a typical Label-free sensor and its three components. 
Optical sensing methods are one of the most powerful analytical tool of all the sensing 
techniques for detection and analysis of analytes of chemical and biological origin. Therefore, 
optical sensing devices are widely employed for analysis and quality assurance in a vast number 
of fields especially in biotechnology research, pharmaceuticals, biomedical detection including 
in-vivo monitoring of vital body conditions, environmental monitoring, and so on 7. Optical 
sensing devices offer numerous advantages over devices based on other transduction systems as 




they are immune to electromagnetic fields, can provide multiple detection on single chip, are 
useful in both label based and label-free detection, and are capable of being used for remote 
sensing. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR), surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, optical 
waveguide spectroscopy, photonic crystals and optical fibres, and reflectometric interference 
spectroscopy (RIfS) are the most common optical detection techniques used for sensing purposes 
10-13.  In this regard, SPR has been the most popular optical sensing technique for almost all the 
application fields (i.e. biomedical, environmental, industrial and others), however, it suffers from 
some inherent problems such as expensive sample substrate requiring noble metal coatings 
(mostly gold), large sample volumes, bulkiness of the system, inability to integrate with other 
detection techniques and so on 14-16.  
In the recent times, sensors research has focused efforts on developing portable, miniature, 
point-of-care like label-free sensing devices for on-site sample analysis and self-diagnosis 
applications. This has resulted in an intense research activity on new optically active materials 
and their integration with simple, yet highly sensitive optical detection techniques. Integration of 
new porous substrates (i.e. porous silicon, nanoporous anodic alumina, and titania nanotube 
arrays) with reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS) is a clear example of this trend 11-12. 
In this combination, porous substrates provide high surface area for increased receptor density 
(i.e. higher number of receptor-analyte binding events) and are optically active, whereas RIfS 
provides a simple and highly sensitive sensing method. RIfS is a simple and sensitive technique 
based on interference of white light from top and bottom layer of a thin film giving rise to 
constructive interference of light at certain wavelengths which fulfil the mathematical 
requirements. The detection of analyte molecules is based on changes in effective refractive 
index of the film. Furthermore, it also allows for real-time monitoring of the receptor-analyte 
binding event to provide exclusive details about the mechanism and kinetics of the process 17. 




The prime focus of this PhD thesis has been on combining a nanostructured substrate, 
nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA), with RIfS for development of a low-cost, simple, portable, 
and point-of-care type sensing system for environmental and biomedical applications. NAA’s 
structural features (i.e. controlled pore size, shape, and geometry) and optical activity make it a 
highly versatile substrate for such applications. This PhD thesis focuses on three aspects for 
developing in a NAA-based RIfS sensing device; a) fabrication, optimization, and structural 
engineering the NAA pore geometry for enhanced optical activity, b) modification of the pore 
surface chemistry (i.e. silanes and drug loading) for providing selectivity and specificity to the 
detection process, and c) real-time monitoring of the receptor-analyte binding even inside the 
pores of optimized NAA sensing substrate (i.e. in terms of structure and surface chemistry) using 
RIfS detection method. The following sections will provide a through literature review about the 
efforts on developing NAA and its structural engineering, surface chemistry modification of 
NAA, and RIfS based sensing systems in combination with non-porous and porous sensing 
substrates.  
1.2. Nanoporous Anodic Alumina (NAA) 
1.2.1. History of NAA 
This thesis is focused on self-ordered nanostructured materials, which boast of periodically 
arranged nanopores due to their extraordinary properties and interesting opportunities regarding 
their application in sensing. A dense array of hexagonally organized nanopores can be easily 
obtained by electrochemical anodization process on valve metals 18. So far, self-organized 
nanopore structure formation using electrochemical anodization process have been reported for 
aluminium (Al), titanium (Ti), and a few others 18-21. Due to its widespread commercial and 
scientific applications (i.e. corrosion protection, drug delivery, sensing, etc.) nanoporous anodic 




alumina (NAA) is one of the most significant and popular nanoporous material with hexagonally 
organized pores 11, 17, 22. 
Electrochemical anodization has been around for over a century now and is well known and 
vastly studied technique. In late 19th century and early 20th century it was mainly employed for 
colouring of Al for infrastructure and artistic purposes, and protection of metal from corrosion. 
Electrochemical anodization of Al is still heavily utilized for surface finishing, automobile 
engineering, machinery and corrosion protection. The first scientific patent for growing alumina 
through electrochemical anodization on Al for protecting aluminium and its alloys from 
corrosion was awarded in 1923 to Bengough and Stuart 23-24. A new decorative process was 
discovered by Carboni (1936) to provide Al with decorative colour. The process consisted of two 
steps, first; anodization of Al in sulphuric acid electrolyte and two; followed by the application 
of an alternating current in a metal salt solution 25. Therefore, a huge number of scientific 
research groups have studied anodization of aluminium in a large array of acidic electrolyte 
including sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, citric acid, oxalic acid and many others using both 
A.C. and D.C. power supply 11-13, 26. 
The pore formation mechanism in NAA is not yet completely understood but considerable 
efforts have been made in this direction since 1940. These efforts take into account all the 
possible environmental and structural aspects including defects on surface of Al, applied current 
density or potential, temperature, stress and so on 27-29. The theory proposed by Keller et al. in 
1953 is the most accepted theoretical explanation about mechanism for nanopores formation in 
NAA. This model suggests that the anodization process begins by formation of a homogeneous 
barrier type oxide film formation initially, which subsequently dissolves at site of defect due to 
higher current density (i.e. Joule’s heating effect). This dissolution of the oxide in the barrier 
film at these spots is followed by the current, which repairs the damage to the oxide layer 30. This  




theory also suggests that hexagonal organization of pores is due to the natural existing tendency 
of spherical distribution of potential and current around the pore (defect). In general it cites that 
the hexagonal arrangement of pores in NAA is derived from pores due to stress between the 
adjacent nanopores, which feature a hemispherical cap at their tip. Note that the closed-packing 
of hexagonal arrangement of pores in NAA is a result of steric factors. 
Due to its unique physical, mechanical and chemical properties NAA has been vastly 
explored for preparation of other nanostructured materials by a range of methods (including 
simple evaporation deposition, electrochemical deposition, electroless deposition, thermal 
decomposition or physical vapour deposition). Now-a-days NAA is one of the most prominently 
and popular template material for synthesis of 1D and 2D nanostructures (i.e. nanowires, 
nanorods, nanotubes, and their arrays) 31. 
1.2.2. Fabrication of NAA  
NAA is produced by self-ordering electrochemical anodization of aluminium in aqueous acid 
electrolytes (e.g. oxalic, sulphuric, phosphoric, etc.). This electrochemical anodization process 
has been used for over a century for a broad range of applications, including surface coating, 
automobile engineering, and corrosion protection and so on 32. However, it was only after the 
widespread usage of electron microscopy in 1950s that revealed the nanoporous structure of the 
alumina layer fabricated by this electrochemical anodization process. The discovery of 
nanopores in the alumina film generated a huge interest in this material and as a result a large 
number of efforts were put in to study its physical and chemical properties 30, 33-35. In particular, 
many studies aimed to fabricate anodic alumina under different electrolytes, temperatures, during 
the latter half of the 20th century but the most important milestone in the fabrication process of 
NAA was reported by Masuda and Fukuda in 1995, who introduced the two-step anodization 




process and two years later in 1997, they used nanoimprint technology to synthesize mono-
domain nanoporous anodic alumina structure for the first time 18, 36-37. In the two-step 
electrochemical anodization approach, the nanoporous oxide layer grown during the first step of 
anodization is chemically removed in a selective manner to pattern the surface of the aluminium 
substrate with dimple like pits. During the second anodization step these patterns (dimple like 
pits) act as nucleation and propagation site for self-organised growth of cylindrical nanopores 
from top to bottom. This two-step anodization process provides a simple, low-cost, and 
commercially viable method to produce NAA with highly ordered nanopores whereas competing 
techniques (e.g. lithography) are either too expensive or complicated. The porous structure of 
NAA displays self-organized arrays of hexagonally arranged cells with a cylindrical nanopores 
at its center, grown perpendicular to the underlying Al substrate surface from top to bottom 
(Figures 1.2a and b). A schematic of the electrochemical setup used to produce NAA is 
presented in Figure 1.2c. The setup consists of an Al foil packed in a specially designed holder 
(Figure 2.1, Chapter 2) connected to the positive terminal of the power supply (Anode) whereas 
a platinum wire acts as cathode to complete the circuit (Figure 1.2d). The anodization of 
aluminium is generally carried out in aqueous acid electrolytes solutions. On application of a 
specific voltage between the two electrodes (i.e. anode and cathode), pores start to nucleate and 
grow perpendicularly to Al substrate surface. In the case of nanoimprint based mono-domain 
NAA pore structure, a silicon carbide stamp is first lithographically fabricated with desired shape 
(i.e. semi-spheres or pyramids) and dimensions and the stamp structure is imprinted onto 
electropolished Al chips 32, 36-38. These pre-patterned Al chips are then anodized under specific 
anodization voltage that satisfies the interpore distance conditions. 
 
 











Figure 1.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of NAA with (a) Top view 
(scales bar = 400 nm). (b) Cross-sectional view (scales bar = 250 nm). (c) An illustrative 
schematic describing the geometric features of NAA (i.e. pore diameter, pore length and 
interpore distance). (d) Schematic illustration of the basic electrochemical anodization 
setup used to produce NAA (Source [13]). 
An SEM images of perfectly ordered NAA structure obtained by stamp based 









Figure 1.3. SEM images of cell configuration of perfectly ordered NAA fabricated using 
nanoimprinting method with different interpore distance (a) 100 nm. (b) 150 nm. (c) 200 nm. (d) 
Cross-sectional view of NAA prepared by nanoimprinting showing perfect organization of pores 
(i.e. negative of the stamp) running straight from top to bottom (Source [37]).  




The mechanism of pore growth is based on steady state regime of two competing processes; 
first, formation of aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and second, dissolution of this oxide layer at specific 
pore nucleation sites 38. First, a barrier type aluminium oxide grows at the aluminium-alumina 
interface because of the counter-migration of ionic charge carriers (i.e. Al3+ and O2-). Second, 
Al2O3 is dissolved at the alumina-electrolyte interface due to uneven distribution of electric field 
on the oxide layer resulting in localized heating and dissolution. This electrochemical process 
can be described by the following redox equations: 
i) Formation of alumina (aluminium-alumina interface – anode) 
-
322
6e(aq)6H (s)OAlO(l)H2Al(s)  3  (1.1) 





   (1.2) 
iii) Diffusion of aluminium cations (within oxide barrier layer – anode) 
-3
6eaqAl2Al(s)   )(2  (1.3) 
iv) Hydrogen evolution (electrolyte-cathode interface – cathode) 
)(3 2 gH6e(aq)6H
-   (1.4) 
Note that, other side reactions such as evolution of oxygen at the anode also take place 
during the anodization process. Therefore, the anodic current efficiency during anodization of Al 
is always lower than 100 % 38.  
The structural parameters of NAA pores (i.e. pore diameter; dp, pore length; Lp, interpore 
distance; dint, and oxide barrier layer thickness; Sobl) are described in Figure 1.2c. These 
structural parameters of NAA can be precisely tuned by the anodization conditions with pore 
diameter in the range 10–400 nm, pore length from several nm to hundreds of µm, interpore  




distance in the range 50–600 nm, and barrier layer thickness between 30–250 nm for Sobl. In 
addition, the pore density and porosity can be controlled between 109–1011/cm2 and 5–50%, 
respectively 11-13, 26. This ability to specifically tune the pore geometry of NAA depending on the 
application is a result of several decades of intensive research in this field studying the influence 
of the anodization parameters on NAA pore geometry 38. Mainly, anodization voltage or current 
density, and electrolyte type, concentration and temperature have been the most critical 
parameters studied to control the self-organizing process and the geometry of the NAA. 
Generally, aqueous solutions of sulphuric acid (H2SO4), oxalic acid (H2C2O4), and phosphoric 
acid (H3PO4) used to prepare NAA with self-organized pores at 25, 40, and 195 V, respectively 
39-44.  This conventional anodization process is called ‘‘mild’’ anodization (MA) as the process 
occurs under low or mild electric field conditions. The growth mechanism of NAA under MA 
regime is rate-limited by the ionic transport of ionic species (i.e. Al3+ and O2) across the 
aluminium-alumina interface 26, 41. Besides the three aforementioned acid electrolytes, several 
other acidic electrolytes have also been reported to generate NAA with self-organized pores 
including aqueous solutions of citric, maleic, malonic, tartaric and sulfamic acids 45-50. However, 
the organization of pores is poor for these acidic electrolytes. Although MA process provides 
highly organized porous NAA structure, it is industrially inviable due to inherently slow pore 
growth rate (i.e. 2–7 µm/h). This problem was addressed by Gösele’s group in 2006 by 
introducing a new high electric field based anodization process ‘‘hard’’ anodization (HA). The 
pore growth rate under HA conditions could range between 50–100 µm/h, which is tens of times 
higher than MA conditions 32. HA process also extended the range of interpore distance into 
regimes not attainable by MA conditions. The growth mechanism under HA process is 
controlled by transport of oxygen-containing anionic species (i.e. HO- and O2-) from the bulk 
electrolyte to the reaction interface (i.e. alumina-aluminium interface) 32. The difference in the 
mechanism can be clearly observed in the MA and HA anodization profiles (Figure 1.4a).  










Figure 1.4. (a) Comparison of current density profiles under MA and HA conditions for NAA 
produced in oxalic acid. (b) Growth rate under MA and HA conditions for NAA produced in 
oxalic acid (Source [32]). 
Therefore, the pore growth rate is almost constant under MA conditions, while it becomes 
exponentially decreasing under HA (i.e. the longer the pore length the slower the transport of 
oxygen-containing anionic species from the bulk electrolyte to the reaction interface) (Figure 
1.4b). Notice that, the pore geometries of NAA can be tuned specifically in a broad range by 
selectively choosing the anodization conditions such as anodization regime (i.e. HA or MA) and 
electrolyte type and concentrations. The pore geometry of NAA can further be engineered by 
post processing steps as wet chemical etching to provide desired pore dimensions and shapes. A 
number of complex pore geometries in NAA have been successfully fabricated by periodic 
change of anodization conditions (voltage or current) along time with or without replacement of 
the acid electrolyte 51-57. A wide variety of pore morphologies including funnel-type, branched 
pores, periodically-shaped pore structures, and hierarchical and multi-structured pores have been 
produced so far 52-61. Table 1 summarises the most representative MA and HA anodization 








Table 1. Summary of the most representative fabrication conditions for NAA produced in MA 










H2SO4 0.3 M MA 25 5-8 25 63 7.5 [44] 
H2SO4 0.3 M HA 40 0-1 30 78 85 [42] 
H2C2O4 0.3 M MA 40 5-8 30 100 3.5 [18] 
H2C2O4 0.3 M HA 140 0-1 50 280 50 [51] 
H3PO4  0.1 M MA 195 0-1 160 500 2 [43] 
1.2.3. Structural Engineering and Optical Optimization of NAA 
The pore geometry of NAA can be specifically designed and engineered by applying a range of 
different electrochemical anodization approaches. A broad library of NAA pore geometries 
including modulated, hierarchical, serrated, three-dimensional, funnel-like, and multilayered type 
have been engineered and fabricated using innovative anodization techniques 51-61. Figure 1.5 
shows SEM images and schematics of some of the most representative NAA structures generated 
by different electrochemical approaches. Pore geometry variations are mostly produced by 
switching between “Hard” and “Mild” anodization regimes repeatedly resulting in pores with 
different pore diameters (i.e. porosity, MA results in 10% porosity while HA only produces 
NAA with 3% porosity). In this regard, a periodic pore diameter modulation in NAA along the 
pore length was first reported by Lee et al. (Figure 1.5a) 32, 51. In this report, perfectly ordered 
NAA was fabricated first using a master stamp imprinting method (vide infra) on an  




electropolished Al chip using phosphoric acid electrolyte (H3PO4: 0.4 M, 110 V and 10 °C). 
Phosphoric acid electrolyte was replaced with 0.015 M oxalic acid (H2C2O4) after 15 min of 
anodization and anodization was continued at 137 V at 0.5 °C for 2 min. This whole process was 
repeated several times to obtain NAA with uniform periodic pore diameter modulations with 
constant interpore distance. It is worth noticing that the anodization voltages for both the acidic 
electrolytes were selected carefully to yield the same interpore distance in MA and HA 
conditions and prevent pore branching. The pore diameter and the interpore distance were found 
to be a function of anodization voltage (corresponding to specific electrolyte), while the pore 
length was controlled by the anodization time. This report was the starting point, which inspired 
other researchers across the globe to investigate on different electrochemical approaches to 
generate pore diameter modulations in NAA. A similar approach was adopted by Pitzschel et al. 
fabricated pore diameter modulations in NAA, where the period of nanoimprint master stamp 
was 235nm and the corresponding NAA substrate was used as a template to prepare magnetic 
nanotubes by depositing Fe3O4 using ferrocene and ozone as precursors through atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) 62. A new, cyclic anodization approach was introduced by Losic et al. in 2009, 
where anodization current is periodically oscillated to obtain pore modulations along the length 
(Figure 1.5b) 52. 
A hierarchical type pore morphology with multiple small pores within single concave cavity 
of the pre-patterned Al chip was generated by Santos et al. changing one or more than one 
anodization parameter during second anodization step than first one 63. Zhu et al. generated a 
new type of pore geometry in NAA described as serrated pores because the pores display 
secondary pores growing at an angle to the primary pore 64. This angular orientation of provide 
the pore a serrated type structure. They proposed a new growth model for serrated type of pores 
in NAA emphasizing on the close relationship between pore generation and oxygen evolution.  




This was confirmed by Li et al. on the basis of the results obtained from their experiments 
and simulations regarded the initiation and formation of serrated-like NAA pores to the evolution of 
oxygen gas bubbles during the anodization 65. All the previous NAA pore modulation were along the 
length of pores (i.e. 2D), a new 3D type NAA pore modulation was generated by Losic et al., where 
cyclic anodization was combined with wet chemical etching in phosphoric acid 58. Similar 3D type 
NAA pore modulations were generated by Santos et al. by combining discontinuous anodization and 
wet chemical etching steps with phosphoric acid 66. Very recently, Martin et al. fabricated 3D 
ordered NAA structure using pulsed anodization process and wet chemical etching in phosphoric 
acid. The resulting multilayered 3D NAA structure was utilized as a template to fabricate 
polymer imprints with specific optical properties (i.e. polymer photonic crystals) 67. Another 
pore geometry of NAA, known as funnel like NAA, has been reported in several studies 53-55, 61. 
This structure is called funnel like NAA because, similar to a funnel, pore diameter on the top 
layer of the sample is larger than the bottom layer (i.e. decreasing pore diameter from top to 
bottom). Funnel like NAA pores are prepared by combining multiple anodization and pore 
widening steps (Figure 1.5c) 53. Similar to the NAA with modulated pores, the pore length is a 
function of anodization time whereas the pore diameter is established by the pore widening time 
in phosphoric acid. Low aspect ratio funnel-like NAA were fabricated by Nagaura et al. and 
structure was manipulated by varying the number of anodization and pore widening cycles 54. 
These low-aspect ratio funnel like NAA structures were utilized as template to fabricate nickel 
films with nanoconical surface morphology 55. Polymer photo-imprinting process was also used 
for fabricating and replicating similar low-aspect ratio funnel like NAA structure into polymer 
films 57. These polymer replicas of funnel like NAA pores were investigated for their 
antireflection properties under transmission mode. On the other hand, Santos et al. prepared high 
aspect ratio funnel like NAA structure using similar anodization and wet chemical etching 
process. The length of each layer was precisely controlled by total charge passed through the  




system during anodization of each segment. They were able to fabricate funnel like NAA 
structure with multiple layers (i.e. two, three, and four layers of decreasing pore diameter from 
top to bottom) 53.  
 
Figure 1.5. (a) Cross-sectional SEM images of pore diameter modulations in NAA produced by 
switching the anodization between MA and HA regimes. (b) Schematic illustration of cyclic 
anodization process. (c) Cross-sectional SEM images of high aspect ratio funnel-like NAA 
(sources [32], [52], and [53]). 




Li et al. reported an innovative method to tailor the pore geometry of funnel like NAA pore 
structures to obtain linear cones, whorl-embedded cones, funnels, pencils, parabolas and 
trumpets-like nanopore structures by electrochemical approach 56. These fascinating funnel like 
NAA pores were fabricated by specifically controlling the anodization parameters like 
anodization time, etching time and cycle times. Recently, Santos et al. reported on fabrication of 
inverted type nano-funnel like NAA porous substrates, which has increasing pore diameter along 
the pore length from top to bottom 61. The inverted type nano-funnels were fabricated by taking 
advantage of the fact that chemical dissolution rate of NAA lowers as a function on annealing 
temperature (i.e. higher the anneal temperature, lower is the wet chemical etching rate in 
phosphoric acid). They successfully fabricated inverted NAA nano-funnel like porous structures 
with two and three layer by repeated annealing and anodization steps. For example, the two 
layered inverted nano-funnel like structure was prepared by combining two anodization steps 
with one annealing and wet chemical etching step. For this, first anodized NAA layer (i.e. after 
electropolishing and removal of sacrificial first anodization layer) was annealed at temperature in 
excess of 300ºC and subjected to another anodization step. Next, this bi-layered NAA structure 
was subjected to wet chemical etching under phosphoric acid for a specific time. Interestingly, 
the fabrication process of inverted NAA nano-funnels was recorded in real-time using reflective 
interference spectroscopy method.  
The ability to exclusively engineer the nanoporous structure of NAA has been implemented 
for generation of optically active structures such as distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), 
microcavities, rugate filters (RFs), omnidirectional mirrors and waveguides 13. The fabrication of 
such optical nanostructures is possible due to the ability of electrochemical anodization process 
to produce variations in porosity (i.e. refractive index) of the NAA structure depending upon the 
type and regime of anodization. Periodic variation in porosity of NAA layers in a multilayered  




NAA structures can be modulated to generate optical nanostructures such as DBRs, optical 
microcavities, rugate filters and other optical and photonic structures. Multilayered NAA 
structures with periodic variations in porosity can be prepared by periodically alternating the 
voltage or current during the anodization process. Anodization profiles such as stepwise, sinusoidal, 
pseudo-sinusoidal, saw-like and so on have been applied to engineer the porosity (i.e., refractive 
index) of NAA layers along the thickness 13. The ability to specifically design and engineer the 
porosity of NAA according to anodization profile allows for specifically tuning light-matter 
interaction in NAA, which is critical to develop platforms with optimized properties for chemical 
and biosensing applications. Multilayered NAA structure was first fabricated by Lee et al. using 
pulse anodization process, in which potential or current during aodization process is pulsed 
between low and high values (i.e. MA and HA regime) 51. The prepared multilayered NAA 
structure under potentiostatic pulsed anodization in sulfuric acid and oxalic acid displayed 
periodic neck-like constrictions along the length of the tubes whereas nanoporous structure with 
periodic variation in pore diameter was observed for oxalic acid electrolyte. This type of 
multilayered NAA structure was employed as a templet by Sulka et al. to fabricate modulated 
metal nanowires. Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) optical structure was prepared in NAA 
using this anodization approach by the same group 68. The NAA-DBR structure with periodically 
modulated porosity (i.e. low and high refractive index) were observed to effectively reflect light 
in two different ranges of wavelength, which was in good agreement with the mathematical 
calculated reflection spectrum. 
NAA based DBR mirrors were fabricated by Zheng et al. using a pseudo-sinusoidal voltage 
profile in oxalic acid electrolyte 69. The anodization temperature was varied in order to tune the 
transmission peak of the prepared NAA-DBRs in the desired spectral range. The authors could 
practically tune the transmission band in the whole visible spectral range by  




adjusting the anodization temperature between 7 to 14 °C. Another approach was recently 
published by Rahman et al. to produce NAA-DBRs using an innovative cyclic anodization 
approach 70-71. They tuned the stop band (i.e. transmission peak) of the prepared NAA-DBRs as a 
function of number of anodization cycles, anodization time, and pore widening time (i.e. 
modulating the refractive index contrast between the layers). Recently, Macias et al. fabricated 
NAA rugate filters (NAA-RFs) using a galvanostatic anodization process with sinusoidal profile. 
The reflection and transmission band of the resulting NAA-RFs were observed to be directly 
dependent on the period of the sinusoidal waveform and pore widening time 72.   
Fabrication of nanoporous anodic alumina rugate filters (NAA-RFs) by anodizing Al under 
pseudo-sinusoidal potentiostatic conditions in oxalic acid electrolyte is presented Chapter 4, 
Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 of this thesis. 
1.2.4. Surface Chemistry and Functionalization of NAA 
The inherent surface chemistry of NAA is depicted to be embedded with electrolytic impurities 
(e.g. sulfate, oxalate, and phosphate) distributed in an onion-like layered manner. There exists a 
gradient of electrolytic impurities in NAA from the center of pore (i.e. outer layer) to away from 
the center of pore (i.e. inner layers) in a cell. It was experimentally proven that layer close to the 
center of the pore has higher electrolytic impurities and the inner layers mainly composed of 
pure Al2O3 39. Although the onion like surface chemistry profile (i.e. layered gradient of acid 
impurities) is generally accepted but there is a large variation in the number of layers reported by 
different studies. Some reports argue that there are two onion-like layers in NAA while others 
claim up to four such layers exist. In this regard, Thompson et al. claim, there exist only two 
layer of onion-like structure with the more contaminated outer layer and inner layer is dense pure 
alumina 60. In another study, Yamamoto et al. argue that NAA structure has three onion-like 




surface chemistry layers. The number of layers was indicated by recording photoluminescence 
spectrum of NAA after specific chemical etching steps 73. A recent study by, Santos et al. 
suggest that there are four  onion-like layers exist in the chemical structure of NAA with 
decreasing electrolytic impurities from the outer to the inner layer 61. The existence of four layers 
was indicated by real-time monitoring of reflection signal during wet chemical etching. A 
schematic illustration of onion-like chemical structure of NAA is provided in Figure 1.6. The 
presence of acid electrolyte impurities in alumina as onion-like layers is important as it provides 
NAA with specific optical properties (e.g. PL) that depend fundamentally on the acid electrolyte 
used during the anodization process. 
 
Figure 1.6. (a) Schematic of top and cross-sectional view showing the distribution of 
impurities in a NAA pore cell. (b) Four different stages of dissolution of NAA alumina 
layer under acidic conditions (5 v % H3PO4 at 35 °C) (Source [61]). 




The presence of acidic impurities in the outer layer of NAA makes it possible to easily 
generate reactive hydroxyl groups on its pore surface. Surface hydroxyl groups can be easily 
modified further using a number of well-established chemical functionalization techniques. The 
main reason for modifying NAA surface is either to protect it from acid attack or imparting 
selective surface chemistry for a specific application. The surface functionalization techniques 
are majorly divided into two categories as physical/gas-phase techniques which include thermal 
vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), plasma polymerization and atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) and chemical methods including self-assembly processes of silanes, organic 
and phosphonic acids, layer-by-layer deposition, polymer grafting, sol-gel processing, 
electrochemical and electroless deposition (Figure 1.7) 12, 59. The functionalized NAA can be 
subsequently modified target molecule for specific applications (i.e. sensing, chromatography 
and others) or utilized for fabrication a wide variety of functional nanomaterials (e.g., nanorods, 
nanoparticles, nanotubes). A combination of aforementioned functionalization techniques can 
also be employed for complex and innovative surface chemistries and applications. This section 
will briefly describe the surface functionalization utilized for this thesis and summarize the 
previous efforts towards innovative and functional surface modification of NAA substrates. 
Two surface modification techniques primarily utilized in this thesis are self-assembled 
monolayer formation and sputter coating. In this, self-assembly provides selectivity to the 
surface of NAA for binding to target analyte molecules whereas sputter coating with metal (Gold 
in this thesis) is used for enhancing the reflection intensity of the NAA based sensing substrates. 
 





Figure 1.7. A summary of typical wet chemical and gas phase techniques used to modify 
the surface of NAA (Source [59]). 
1.2.4.1. Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs). Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are formed 
by spontaneous attachment and arrangement of molecules from liquid phase to solid substrate. 
SAMs of a variety of molecules including organic acids, organosilanes, phosphonates and others 
have been successfully prepared on NAA surface for specific applications. The major advantage 
of SAMs based NAA functionalization are the ease of functionalization process and availability 
of SAM precursors with a huge variety of terminal groups such as amine, carboxyl, epoxy and so 
on 59. Furthermore, SAM precursors such as organosilanes can be exclusively designed and 
tailor-made suiting the need of a particular application. SAMs formation on NAA surface was 
initially presented for assembly of alkanethiols on gold-coated NAA substrates 74. Although a 
large number of SAMs precursors are available (as mentioned above), organosilanes are used in 
this thesis due to their versatility and stability during sensing process. A schematic of 




organosilanes attachment to hydroxylated NAA surface is presented in Figure 1.8. Organosilane 
SAMs formed onto hydroxylated NAA surfaces have been employed to tune the surface 
wettability and adsorption properties of NAA 75. A summary of the variety of organosilanes 
successfully attached to NAA surface and their applications have been listed in Table 1.2. 
 
Figure 1.8. Schematic of silanization process used for modifying NAA (Source [75]). 
NAA surface wettability has been previously selectively tuned to provide it different 
hydrophobicity using alkyl-trichloro-silanes or perfluoroalkyl-silanes 76-78. Alkyl-trichlorosilanes 
with carbon chain length varying between 1 and 8 were successfully used to render the surface of 
NAA hydrophobic. The samples were completely hydrophobized in a way that the pores remain 
filled with air even after complete immersion into an aqueous medium (buffer in this case) 79. On 
the other hand, NAA surface has been completely hydrophilized using silane with functional  
groups as PEG-silanes, amine-terminated silanes, epoxy-silanes and others. Besides tuning the 
surface wettability of NAA PEG-silane is proven to efficiently control biofouling under both in 
vitro and in vivo conditions, improve biocompatibility, and reduce the pore diameter of NAA for 
molecular separation 80-83. 
 
 




Table 1.2. Summary of the variety of silanes used to functionalize NAA and their applications. 







Solution based Immobilization       [60] 
PEG-silane mPEG-silane Solution based Hydrophylization [80-81] 
Fluorinated-
silane 








CVD based Sensing [12] 
Silanes are mainly used for immobilization of active biomolecules, polymers, nanoparticles, 
DNA, cells, quantum dots, and lipid bilayers onto the surface of NAA for sensing and biosensing 
applications 83-86. Amine terminated silane, amino-propyltryethoxy silane (APTES) is the most 
commonly used silane for this purpose.  APTES modified NAA has been demonstrated for 
grafting polymers as N-hydroxy-succinimidyl carbonate-polyethylene–glycol (NHS-PEG) and 
poly(γ-benzyl-l-glutamate) (PBLG). The former polymer modification was utilized for fusing 
vesicles to NAA pore wall while the later was used for tailoring the filtration and separation 
properties of NAA based 87-88. Also, APTES-modified NAA have been grafted with poly-N-
isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM) through atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) 89.  
In a new paradigm, APTES modified NAA substrates have been used to assemble and 
fabricate metal nanoparticles or nanotubes by electroless deposition. For example, Pd nanotubes 




inside APTES-modified NAA templates were synthesized by Wang et al. using electroless 
deposition techniques. The electroless deposition process involved sequential immersion of NAA 
in aqueous solution of SnCl2 and HCl followed by a solution of PdCl2 and HCl to generate Pd 
nanotubes 90. Nanoparticles have been also immobilized inside NAA modified with APTES to 
make the structure conductive 91. Similar approach was taken up by Lahav et al. to 
simultaneously immobilize Au and Pd nanoparticles, which were then transformed into 
bimetallic nanotubes of Au-Pd upon drying, due to solidification of nanoparticles and leading in 
formation of multiwalled metallic nanotubes 92.  
Losic and co-workers devises an innovative approach to make layered surface chemistry on 
NAA by attaching multiple silanes in a single NAA substrate. The layered surface chemistry was 
achieved by a combination of anodization and silanization cycles 96-97. They demonstrated 
modification of NAA surface with up to three layers of different silanes (pentafluorophenyl-
dimethylpropylchloro-silane (PFPTES), APTES and N-triethoxysilylpropyl-(O-
polyethyleneoxide) urethane (PEG-silane)), providing a spectrum of surface functionalities and 
wettabilities as shown in Figure 1.9 93-94. This approach makes it possible to control the 
thickness of each functional silane layer by controlling the thickness of NAA grown during each 










Figure 1.9. Schematic illustrating the process of obtaining layered silane chemistries inside 
NAA pores for imparting multi-functionalities to NAA surface (Source [94]). 




1.2.4.2. Sputter Coating. Metal deposition on NAA substrate is generally used to fabricate 
hexagonally packed array of metallic nanocaps, which are highly attractive for surface enhanced 
Raman or localized surface plasmon resonance based sensing applications 12, 59. In this regards, 
sputter coating provides a powerful and convenient tool for quick and controlled deposition of 
metal thin films. A broad variety of sputter coating techniques are available and have been used 
for deposition of thin films of various metals and properties. Few studies have reported the use of 
sputter coating method to exploit hexagonal arrangements of NAA pores for preparing active 
substrates for SERS by depositing noble metal thin films 95-98. Direct-current magnetron 
sputtering was used by Qui et al. to deposit Ag layers on the top surface of NAA templates 95. 
The resulting metal nanocap like structure was used for SERS application as a regular 
arrangement of noble metal nanostructures act as Raman hot spots (Figure 1.10). Alloy based 
nanostructures have also been prepared using sputter coating on NAA surface. Fe-Pd permalloy 
nanostructure were prepared by Béron et al. using ion beam sputtering on top of an NAA 






Figure 1.10. SEM images of DC-magnetron Ag sputter-coated NAA membranes fabricated at 
different voltages and sputtering time set to 10 min (scale bar = 100 nm): (a) 20 V. (b) 30 V. (c) 
40 V. (d) 50 V. (e) 60 V (Source [95]). 




1.2.5. Properties of NAA for optical sensing 
This part of the thesis is devoted to the various properties of NAA which make this nanoporous 
material so attractive for optical sensing applications. NAA displays a unique set of physical and 
chemical properties that make it an excellent platform for developing sensing devices. In 
particular, the optical properties of NAA allow it to interact with light in a unique way to 
generate photoluminescence (PL) and display extraordinary transmittance, reflectivity, and 
absorbance. These unique optical interactions with light allow for fabrication of highly sensitive, 
selective chemical and biological sensors. In addition, the ability to integrate NAA into 
microchip and microfluidics based platforms is highly attractive for developing miniature and 
portable sensing devices 11-13, 59. The pores of NAA can act as container and its high surface area 
allows for accommodation of large number of analyte-receptor binding events inside the pores. 
Along with these properties, the ability to tailor the pore structure and surface chemistry of NAA 
make it highly relevant for sensing applications. These modifications not only improve the 
properties of NAA but also can endow this material with multifunctional properties for 
development of advanced and much sophisticated sensing platforms. On the other hand, 
materials as porous silicon have also been intensively investigated as a suitable substrate for 
developing optical sensing devices due to its outstanding optical and electronic properties. 
However, porous silicon degrades under biological and environmental conditions and needs to be 
passivated through a laborious process in order to achieve stable optical signals. In contrast, 
NAA is chemically and mechanically as-produced and provides stable optical signals without 
further passivation.  
1.2.5.1. NAA based Optical sensors. Previous sections of this chapter provide evidence of why 
NAA has become an attractive material to develop optical detection systems. In this context, a 
new generation of optical sensing devices based on NAA has recently emerged and their sensing 




performance has successfully been explored for many analytical applications. It is worth noticing 
that the interaction of light with NAA is highly dependent on its structural and chemical 
properties. NAA displays extraordinary reflection, transmission, photoluminescence, and wave-
guiding properties and can be tailored according to NAA structure and chemical nature 11-13, 100. 
These optical properties can be used to design and develop a new generation of nanoporous 
substrate, for optical sensing and biosensing devices. NAA based optical sensing tools have been 
explored for a range of applications as environmental and clinical analysis, industrial and food 
control, and defence and homeland security. Detailed review about optical sensing applications 















Figure1.11. A schematic showing all four optical sensing techniques coupled with NAA for 
developing highly sensitive optical sensors (Source [103]). 




Efforts on developing NAA based optical sensing systems are mainly focused on integrating 
NAA with PL, SPR, SERS, and RIfS detection techniques (Figure 1.11). The most 
representative advances in development and applications of optical NAA biosensors are 
summarized in Table 1.3. Although PL, SPR, and SERS have been used for development of 
NAA based optical sensors, this thesis focuses on integration of NAA with RIfS for development 
of a new generation of highly sensitive and portable point-of-care sensors. 
Table 1.3 Summary of optical sensing systems based on nanoporous anodic alumina, their 
detection principle, application and performance (Source [11])  
Optical Technique Analyte Detection Limit/Concentration 
PL Morin 5∙10-6 M 
 Trypsin 40 µg∙mL-1 
  0.1 mg∙mL-1 
 DNA 100 mM 
 Oxazine 170 6.5∙10-3 M 
 Glucose 0.1 M 
SPR-LSPR Avidin 10 µg∙mL-1 
 Anti-5-Fluorouracil 100 mg∙mL-1 
 Ru[BPhen3]2+ 2 µM 
 Fe[Phen3]2+ 1 µM 
 BSA 60 nM 
 Invertase 10 nM 
 Melittin 100 ng∙mL-1 
SERS p-aminothiophenol 0.5 M 
 4-mercaptopyridine   1∙10-6 M 
 3-mercaptobenzoic 3 mM 
RIfS H2S 0.5% v 
 DNA 2 nmol∙cm-2 
 Circul. Tumor Cells      1000 cells∙mL-1 
 Immunoglobulin 0.1 mg∙mL-1 




1.3. Reflectometric Interference Spectroscopy (RIfS) 
1.3.1. Principle 
Reflectometric Interference Spectroscopy (RIfS) is a simple and highly sensitive label-free 
detection technique that is inspired by nature. In this, the light reflection of white light from a 
thin film due to the unique micro and nano structures of the film gives rise to interference 
phenomenon 101-102. Naturally occurring pearls, abalone-shells, and living creatures like butterfly 
and Drosophila wings, beetles, peacock feathers, humming birds, blue jays, and pheasants 
successfully use this phenomenon to their advantage for displaying vivid colours 103. For 
example, the wings of a blue Morpho butterfly consists of a colourless translucent membrane 
covered by a thin layer of scales made up of lamellae. Light reflects from upper and lower part of 
these scales (upper and lower lamellae) which results in the interference of the two reflected 
beams that provides the beautiful blue colour to its wings 104. Similarly, on shining white light on 
an artificial thin film (of thickness comparable to wavelength of reflected light) gets reflected 
form two interfaces air-thin film interface (top of the thin film) and thin film-base substrate 
interface (bottom of the thin film) (Figure 1.12a). The light reflected at two interfaces interferes 
due to the difference in their optical path length and phase giving rise to alternate maxima and 
minima in the reflection pattern. This enhancement of the optical field is at wavelengths which 
satisfy the mathematical requirements. This phenomenon is known as Fabry-Pérot interference 
and is governed by the Fabry-Pérot interference equation, given below. 
𝑂𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃 = 𝑚𝜆      (1.5) 
where, neff is the effective refractive index of NAA, L is the thickness of the film and m is 
the order of the fringe located at the wavelength λ 105-107. According to Eq. (1.5), any variation in 
the thickness or in effective refractive index of the thin film is directly reflected in the optical 




spectrum as a shift peak wavelength of the interference maxima. This shift in interference peaks 
is the base for label-free detection, and real-time and in situ monitoring of analyte-receptor 
binding events of biomolecules using RIfS. A typical RIfS based sensor consists of a sensing 
substrate functionalized with a receptor entity (such as antibodies, oligonucleotides, chelates, or 
aptamers) either through simple adsorption or covalent attachment, and binding of analyte 
molecules to the receptor (immobilized on sensing substrate) is detected in terms of shift in 
interference pattern as a result of a change in the effective refractive index of the thin film 105. 
RIfS not only provides qualitative information about the binding of analyte to receptor but also 
can be used for quantitative analysis as the shift in the reflection fringes is directly proportional 
to the amount of analyte bound to receptor on sensor surface.  Furthermore, integration of RIfS 
substrate in a flow cell allows for real-time monitoring of the analyte-receptor binding reaction 
taking place on thin film surface (i.e. kinetics). 
     
Figure 4: (a) A schematic showing Fabry-Perot interference of light rays reflected from top and 
bottom layer of a thin film. (b) Fabry-Perot interference from a nanoporous material layer. 
Likewise, inorganic nanoporous films such as porous silicon, nanoporous alumina, and 
titania nanotube arrays also generate well-resolved Fabry-Perot interference fringes with 
alternate minima and the maxima of the interference spectra, which is also governed by Eq. (1.5) 
(Figure 1.12b). Nanoporous films modified with receptor or capturing molecules (listed above) 




in the same way as planar films, when exposed to target analyte results in an increase in the local 
effective refractive index of the nanoporous film inducing a red shift in the interference maxima. 
Nanoporous films, possess a significantly higher surface area (i.e. more number of receptor 
molecules on sensing surface) than planar thin films, hence, the changes in local refractive index 
are substantially higher resulting in larger red shift in the interference spectrum. Therefore, 
nanoporous thin films based RIfS sensors are much more sensitivity than their planar thin films 
based counterparts. Also, shift in interference spectrum can be continuously monitored for real-
time monitoring of process of infiltration of the pores with proteins, vapours of organic 
compounds, gas molecules, or solvents. Real-time and in-situ monitoring capability of 
nanoporous RIfS detection tool is advantageous for determining the mechanism and kinetics of 
analyte-receptor binding reaction. The interference spectrum can be further resolved to obtain 
effective optical thickness (OTeff), right hand term “2neffL” in Eq. (1.5), by applying Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) to the spectrum. Applying FFT to reflection interference spectrum and 
obtaining OTeff provide a single peak in comparison to multiple peaks in the interference 
spectrum, thus making it easier to follow the changes due to the bio-recognition reaction 111.  
1.3.2. RIfS for Sensing and Biosensing  
RIfS was initially used for sensing application by G. Gauglitz et al. in late 1980s who observed 
the generation of interference fringe pattern on shining white light on a thin film under normal 
incidence 106-107. Gauglitz’s group reported on optimization and detection of a large variety of 
chemical and biological analyte molecules on planar substrates with RIfS. The planar thing films 
were the substrates of choice with RIfS for Gauglitz’s group including silicon dioxide and glass 
coated with polymer films, metals, and metal oxides 105-108. They utilized an array of different 
receptor entities or capturing probes including antibodies, proteins, oligonucleotides 
hybridization (RNA, DNA, PNA, LNA), aptamers, nanoparticles and so on for studying 




bimolecular interactions. These recognition elements capture the target analytes and result in 
increase in interfacial refractive index leading to shifts in the interference spectrum and effective 
optical thickness (OTeff, the sensing parameter) of the film. The OTeff can be calculated by 
plotting a curve between the fringe order (m) and their corresponding wavelength inverse (i.e. 
wavenumber, 1/λ). The slope of this curve is the OTeff of the substrate as described in Figure 
1.13. Planar thin films of polymers were utilized by Gauglitz’s group for detection of organic 
solvents for industrial applications as polymer thin films undergo a reversible swelling and 
deswelling on exposure to such analytes. Planar thin films have been used for RIfS based sensing 
operations for label-free detection of various target analytes including proteins, DNA, herbicides 






Figure 1.13. (a) Schematic of reflective interference from a planar thin film, (b) generated 
interference pattern, and (c) optical thickness measurement over time (Source [112]).  
They also concentrated some efforts in developing more innovative and complicated RIfS 
based detection systems using planar thin films. First effort in this direction was to use light 
emitting diodes (LEDs) as sources and a simple photodiode as detector for a low-cost RIfS setup. 
They used LEDs of four different colour/wavelengths and were focused on to the planar sensing 
substrate directly (i.e. without an optical fibre) and the reflected light was picked up by a 
photodiode mounted above the sample at normal angle. This fibre free RIfS sensor was highly 
sensitive and was used to monitor the OTeff changes on administration of organic compound over 




the sensing substrate surface 139. A highly complicated and advanced multi-analyte RIfS based 
sensor was developed using an array of six optical fibres focusing light on six spots on sensing 
substrate with different surface chemistries. The reflected light is fed to an optical multiplexer 
which processes the signal from six spots using complex neural network modelling protocols and 
makes it possible to detect different analytes and their interaction on the sensing spots on the 
same sensing substrate 140-141. A new RIfS configuration operating in total internal reflection 
(TIR) mode was also pioneered by the same group using polymer thin film coated glass 
substrate. TIR mode RIfS setup was used for detection of proteins and immune-molecules 142-143. 
Although, great amount of work was carried out and published by Gauglitz’s group, the low 
surface area and instability of the planer substrate used by this group limits the practical sensing 
applications of such systems. These issues can easily be overcome using nanoporous thin films 
(i.e., porous silicon, nanoporous anodic alumina, and titania nanotubes) have emerged as their 
potential alternative and the first attempt for such system was made by Bjorklund et al. who 
detected organic vaporous and their condensation behaviour inside the pores of porous silicon 







Figure 1.14. (a) Schematic of RIfS from nanoporous substrate, (b) generated interference 
pattern, and (c) effective optical thickness (EOT) obtained by applying FFT on the interference 
spectrum (Source [145]). 
 




Sailor and co-workers have exploited porous silicon as a suitable RIfS substrate to develop 
highly sensitive chemical and bio-sensors (Figure 1.14) 145-148. They have been able to achieve 
sensitivities of up to 10-5 of refractive index unit (RIU) using porous silicon thin films with 80% 
porosity 149. Sailor and co-workers have used porous silicon (pSi) thin films very extensively for 
developing sensors for detection of various target analytes including gases, vapours, proteins, 
DNA, antibodies, sugars enzymes, cells and so on 149-152. They were able to achieve a low limit 
of detection down to 9 fg/mL for detection of DNA hybridization on a complementary DNA 
immobilized porous silicon substrate 153. They not only were able to do qualitative and 
quantitative detection of target analytes but could also determine the binding kinetics of proteins 
and antibodies by packing the pSi sensing chip in a flow cell 108, 154. It was demonstrated by that 
changing the current density during the etching of pSi directly results in changes in its porosity 
(i.e. refractive index) along the thickness. This ability to modulate the porosity spatially along 
the length of the pores allows for fabrication of complex pore structures in porous silicon to 
generate 1D photonic crystals such as rugate filters and Bragg mirrors, and layered pore 
structures (i.e. stacks of different porosity). Photonic structures like rugate filters display a sharp 
stop band/reflection peak in optical spectrum along with regular interference fringes. Such 
structures have been used for development of a variety of optical sensors for detection of 
vapours, gases, and biomolecules like proteins, sucrose, enzymes, and others 155-161. Porous 
silicon rugate filters with both the optical signatures (i.e. reflection peak and interference fringes) 
have been used for developing internally referenced sensing substrate, which can nullify the 
noise induced by factors such as bubbles, vibrations and temperature fluctuations. Layered or 
stacked pSi sensing substrates have been fabricated for up to three stacks and have been 
extensively studied for multiple innovative sensing applications. For example, a pSi layered 
structure with two stacks having a high porosity layer on top and a low porosity layer at bottom 
was prepared by sequentially reducing the current density from high to low during 




electrochemical etching of pSi 151, 160, 162. Due to different porosity both stacks act as individual 
interferometer and complex interference pattern is observed in reflection spectrum. This complex 
reflection interference spectrum can be resolved to obtain three peaks corresponding to effective 
optical thickness of the top, bottom, and the whole (i.e. top + bottom layers) in the FFT plot. 
Such two layered structures were used to detect selectively large proteins from a mixture of 
proteins and small sugar molecules. This was achieved due to size-exclusion effect of the bottom 
layer that does not allow infiltration of large proteins whereas small sugar molecules easily fill 
both the layers. Therefore, this strategy was employed for selective multiple detection of small 
and large target analytes at the same time. Also, the bottom layer can act as a reference channel 
for elimination of noise due to small salt and interfering molecules in the sample mixture. In 
another study, top layer was immobilized with an enzyme (i.e. a large protein molecule) and the 
degradation product of a substrate was collected in the bottom layer of low porosity 154. During 
this process the top layer (with higher porosity) act as a nanoreactors while the bottom layer acts 
as a container for concentrating the degradation product. Additionally, advantage of this system 
is that the process of enzyme immobilization and degradation of substrate in top layer, and 
collection of degradation product in the bottom layer can be monitored in real-time by their 
respective peaks in the FFT spectrum 162-163. They also, fabricated a pSi structure with three 
layers which was used for time-resolved detection of an array of organic vapours 167. 
Furthermore, they demonstrated that composites of pSi with carbon, titania, and other materials 
can improve the stability of pSi and be used for development of sensors for organic vapours and 
biological target analytes 156, 165-166. A few other studies by several groups including Volcker’s 
(Australia), Pacholski’s (Germany), Segal’s (Israel) and Gooding’s (Australia) have also utilized 
pSi based sensing substrates in combination with RIfS for development of sensors for various 
target analytes such as proteins, bacteria, aptamers, cells, enzymes and so on 167-179. Although pSi 
displays unique and extraordinary capabilities to fabricate complex and innovative optical 




structure that have been used for development of highly sensitive, selective, and innovative 
sensors, this nanoporous material is unstable under chemical and biological environment leading 
to collapse of the pore structure. The collapse or degradation of pore structure results in decrease 
in the refractive index over time and hence a drift in the sensor response and instability in the 
interference signal. This instability of pSi under biological environment encouraged Sailor’s 
group to utilize other nanoporous materials like nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA) and titania 
nanotube arrays (TiNTs), which are much more chemically and thermally stable than porous 
silicon 180-181. They successfully demonstrated application of NAA and TiNTs as effective 
substrate for fabrication of immunosensors 180. Furthermore, NAA based interferometric films 
were utilized by them to understand the capillary condensation based adsorption and desorption 
of organic vapours inside its pores 182-183.  
Note that, NAA offers several advantages over other nanoporous substrates (i.e. porous 
silicon and titania nanotubes). In this case, NAA present  much better chemical and mechanical 
stability, ease of surface modification, and more controllable and defined nanoporous structure in 
comparison to pSi and it is much optically active (i.e. better refractive index contrast) than titania 
nanotubes as well 11-13, 59. NAA acts as Fabry-Pérot cavity and thus presents well-resolved 
interference fringe pattern in the RIfS spectrum 181. Similar to pSi, the interference fringes from 
NAA can be resolved to obtain effective optical thickness and allow for real-time and in-situ 
monitoring of binding events of biomolecules and perform label-free optical sensing (Figure 1.15). 
NAA in combination with RIfS has been used to develop highly sensitive qualitative and 
quantitative detection systems for analyzing a broad range of analyte molecules including gases, 
organic molecules and biomolecules 12-13. Pan et al. developed a label-free DNA sensor using 
RIfS for detection or capturing of target DNA strand on the complementary DNA immobilized 
inside NAA pores 184. Alvarez et al. described a label-free immunosensor to monitor the 




selective capturing of target antigens by the specific antibodies immobilized inside NAA pores 
using RIfS 181. A significant change in effective optical thickness takes place only during 
selective antigen-antibody binding reaction occurring inside NAA pores. An et al. optimized the 
pore geometry of NAA based on pore widening time to obtain the optimal interference signal for 
development of highly sensitive RIfS sensing systems 185. The optimization of RIfS signal was 
carried out by measuring the shift in effective optical thickness of NAA with different pore 
diameters (different pore widening time) as a function of adsorption of BSA and PSA (prostate 
specific antigen) antigen inside NAA pores. The final outcome of the study was that the RIfS 
sensing performance of NAA improves with increasing the pore diameter. Separately, Kumeria et 
al. carried out a comprehensive and cohesive study about optimization of RIfS signal from NAA. 
In this study, they not only measured the RIfS signal just as a function of pore diameter but also 
pore length, and surface coatings (i.e. metal deposition) to obtain the most optimum NAA 
structure for RIfS based sensing platforms 186. After optimization of NAA structure for Kumeria 
et al. employed this NAA for label-free detection of volatile sulphur compounds (i.e., VSCs: 
hydrogen sulphide gas) and hydrogen gas in combination with RIfS 187-188. The selectivity 
towards VSCs was due to gold coating on the top surface of NAA while platinum metal coating 
was used for selective adsorption of hydrogen gas. Furthermore, a microfluidics based flow cell 
was designed by them for the next study to develop a label-free and portable oral malodour (i.e. 
mostly VSCs due to degradation of sulfur containing amino acids residing on the tongue) 188. 
The same combination of microfluidic and NAA-RIfS system was used for detecting and 
quantifying circulating tumour cells (CTCs) by Kumeria et al. 17. For this study, gold coated 
NAA sensing substrates were functionalized with anti-EpCAM antibodies which specifically 
capture the CTCs. The process of capturing CTCs on anti-EpCAM modified NAA was 
monitored in real-time by following the changes in OTeff. The major advantage of the proposed 
CTCs detection microchip sensors is that it does not require any pre-enhancement step before 




detection step. Detection of CTCs in buffer and human blood was successfully demonstrated for 
this NAA based microchip sensor. Dronov et al. used platinum metal coated NAA as 
interferometric transducer with high signal to noise ratio and improved sensing properties 189. 
The sensing performance of platinum coated NAA was compared with porous silicon substrate 
and NAA proved to be more sensitive than porous silicon. Recently, Macias et al. fabricated a bi-
layered NAA stacks and were employed for size exclusion based sensing 190. This bi-layered 
NAA substrate generates a complex reflectivity spectrum (similar to pSi). The RIfS signal was 
observed to be enhanced on coating the top surface of these engineered NAA substrate with 
gold. The sensing performance was assessed by detecting BSA in the top layer as it does not 
infiltrate pores in the bottom layer (i.e. due to smaller pore diameter). This system is capable of 
size exclusion based sensing of large and small molecules by measuring the effective optical 
thickness peak corresponding to respective layer. 
Further development in this field for detection of heavy metal ions and comparing the optical 
performance of NAA-RIfS sensors with other techniques (i.e. photoluminescence spectroscopy) 
for detection of amino acid has been carried out by Kumeria and co-workers. The details of these 
studies are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 of this PhD thesis. 
1.3.3. Challenges for NAA based Optical Sensing 
Nanoporous substrates provide several advantages in comparison to planar films as high surface 
area, easy of surface modification, enhanced optical activity and so on. Porous silicon, 
nanoporous anodic alumina, and titania nanotubes array are the most popular substrates of choice 
used for optical sensing applications. NAA offers several advantages of the other two substrates 
such as chemical, physical, and thermal stability, controllable pore structure and surface 
chemistry, and others. Previously, a number of reports have been presented on NAA based 




optical sensors using a variety of detection techniques such as PLS, SPR, SERS, wave-guiding 
and so on. However, the combination of NAA with the aforementioned techniques is limited for 
their practical industrial and environmental application. For example, although the NAA based 
SPR sensors are highly sensitive they are limited by the cost, bulkiness, and requirement of state-
of the art optical (e.g. special prisms) setups. Similarly, PLS and SERS based NAA sensors 
suffer from the same problems in addition to the issues such as inability to carry out real-time 
measurements, need for precise structural control and noble metal coatings or particles. Hence, 
there is an immediate need for sensing platforms which can overcome the limitations of the 
aforementioned sensing techniques. RIfS is an attractive alternative which not only overcomes 
the mentioned problems but in combination with NAA like porous substrate can be used to make 
highly selective and sensitive label-free, portable point-of-care sensing systems. 
Therefore, for developing a label-free NAA based sensors these key factors should be carefully 
considered: 
1. Pore dimensions and geometry of NAA 
2. Surface chemistry of NAA 
3. Flow cell design and integration of NAA 
4. Target analytes and RIfS sensing setup 
1.4. Objectives 
The aim of this thesis will be to develop a highly sensitive and portable sensing system based on 
nanoporous substrate. List of aims of this thesis and specific objectives identified to achieve 
these aims are provided below. 




1. To explore and optimise the structural features of NAA for an effective sensing device. The 
specific research objectives are: 
 To define the most effective structural geometry for generating intense interference signal 
from NAA. 
 To study the effect of structural engineering of NAA on the optical reflection signal. 
 To fabricate and optimize optical signatures of 1D photonic structures in NAA for optical 
sensing. 
2. To investigate the surface modification methods for specific and nonspecific type analyte 
binding inside NAA pores. 
 
 To modify the surface chemistry of NAA with organo-silanes and metal coatings for 
selective binding of target analyte. 
 To infiltrate the pores with small molecules such as glucose for nonspecific and 
adsorption based sensing as a result of spatial refractive index variation. 
3. To design and fabricate bulk and microfluidic flow cells and incorporation of NAA and RIfS 
with these flow cells. The specific development areas are:   
 To design and fabricate bulk and microfluidic flow cells and optimize the flow rates for 
each depending on the application. 
 To optimize the sensing performance of the NAA sensing device by choosing correct 
combination of analyte and flow cell (i.e. bulk flow cell for environmental samples and 
microfluidic flow cell for biological analytes). 
4. To detect a series of model analytes of environmental and biomedical relevance. The list 
includes: 
 Heavy metal ions such as gold and mercury in environmental samples like tap water and 
water samples taken from River Torrens in South Australia. 




 Biological analytes such as amino acids, antibodies, small sugar molecules.  
5. To determine sensing performance of NAA based sensing system by determining: 
 The lower limit of detection for each of the analysed analytes. 
 The response time to obtain readable signal on attachment of the target analyte inside 
the NAA pores 
 The sensitivity and selectivity of NAA based sensor towards a particular analyte. 
 The reproducibility of the sensing performance. 
 The kinetics and mechanism of analyte capture inside the functionalized NAA pores. 
6. To the sensing performance of NAA with different structural features and with different 
sensing techniques. More specifically: 
 To compare the performance of NAA with straight pores and modulated pores (i.e. 
NAA-RFs) in terms of their sensing parameters. 
 To compare the performance of NAA based sensing system with detection techniques as 
RIfS and PLs 
7. To adapt NAA RIfS sensing system for other applications such as monitoring of drug release 
from NAA pores in real-time and in-situ under dynamic flow conditions. 
1.5. Thesis Structure 
This thesis includes 9 chapters. This section provides a short summary of all the chapters 
included in this thesis and how each chapter achieves a specific objective defined above to 
develop a highly sensitive NAA based sensing device.  
Chapter 1 intends to provide detailed description of sensors and their application in everyday 
life. Also, the history and extended literature review on sensors, nanoporous anodic alumina, its 
fabrication, structural engineering, and its surface modification is provided. Details of principle, 




setup, and previous studies on reflectometric interference spectroscopy are provided in last 
section of this chapter. 
Chapter 2 gives out details of materials and methods including the anodization process for 
fabrication of NAA, its surface modification, design of bulk and microfluidic flow cells, and 
RIfS setup. 
Chapter 3 demonstrates the ability of NAA modified with mercapto-silane for selective binding 
with gold (III) ions and their detection using RIfS. The real-life application of the developed 
sensor is proven by detecting gold (III) ions in tap water and phosphate buffer. 
Chapter 4 presents the a new pseudo-sinusoidal anodization approach for preparation of 1D 
photonic structures in NAA, known as NAA rugate filters (NAA-RFs). Four different types of 
NAA-RFs are prepared and optimized based on their sensing performance by pore infiltration 
(i.e. non-specific binding) with small sugar molecule (i.e. glucose). 
Chapter 5 demonstrates the ability of NAA-RFs for detection of heavy metal ions (i.e. ionic 
mercury). The real-life application of the developed sensor is proven by detecting ionic mercury 
in tap water and river water (River Torrens, South Australia). 
Chapter 6 essentially compares the sensing performance of the NAA with straight pores and 
NAA with modulated pores (i.e. NAA based Bragg reflectors) by infiltrating the pores with 
glucose and the most optimum NAA structure is utilized for detection of ionic mercury using 
mercapto-silane surface modification. 
Chapter 7 compares the performance of NAA as a sensing substrate under two sensing 
techniques (i.e. RIfS and PLS). Here the performance parameters for NAA-RIfS and NAA-PLS 




sensors are determined under nonspecific and specific binding conditions of analytes inside 
NAA pores. 
Chapter 8 displays a different application of NAA-RIfS system by monitoring the release of 
model drug from NAA pores in real-time under dynamic flow conditions when a drug loaded 
NAA substrate is packed in the specifically designed microfluidic flow cell. 
Chapter 9 summarizes the research results for this thesis and provides a perspective for future 
applications of NAA based optical sensors. 
The Appendices provide the peer-reviewed review articles that are relevant to Chapter 1 
and other peer-reviewed Journal and conference articles related to this thesis. Appendix A is a 
recently published article in one of the top journal in material (i.e. Advanced Materials) with 
impact factor of 15.4. Appendix B is a of literature review of NAA, its chemical and optical 
properties, and RIfS and its applications covering a portion of Chapter 1.  
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CHAPTER 2: DESIGNING and FABRICATION of RIfS 
SETUP and BULK and MICROFLUIDIC FLOW CELLS  
2.1. Introduction and Objectives 
Optical sensors are highly sensitive and precise tools for detection of target analytes. Therefore, 
it is necessary to exclusively design and fabricate the component for desired and optimal 
performance. Although, all the components of RIfS optical setup are commercially available, our 
system takes advantage of its integration of specific components to obtain the best possible 
performance. Furthermore, the specifically designed flow cells (i.e. both bulk flow cell and 
microfluidic flow cell) not only allow for integration of NAA with RIfS but also greatly enhance 
the performance of the prepared optical sensing system. The RIfS optical setup in combination 
with NAA is the starting point for further research into this field. Therefore, the objective of this 
chapter (Chapter 2) is to define the design, fabrication, and assembly process of RIfS setup and 
the flow cells (i.e. bulk and microfluidic flow cell). This chapter (Chapter 2) also briefly defines 
the electrochemical setup used for fabrication of NAA by anodization process and the chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD) setup used for functionalization of NAA with silanes.  
2.2. Electrochemical anodization for fabrication of NAA 
NAA substrates used for this study were fabricated using a process known as electrochemical 
anodization, which has been used for industrial applications such as corrosion protection, 
automobile engineering, metal decoration and others for more than a century now 1-4. The 
electrochemical anodization setup for NAA fabrication consists of two electrodes; anode, which 
is and aluminium (Al) foil and a cathode, which is a platinum wire mesh or a plate. For 
anodization, high purity Al foil (99.997 %, Goodfellow UK) is cut into circular discs of diameter 




16 mm and sonicated in ethanol and water for 15 min individually. The clean Al discs are then 
packed into a custom made anodization holder (Figure 2.1), which offers a back copper contact 
for electrical connection and a front open window of diameter 12 mm for anodization.  
 
Figure 2.1. Top view of both the parts of anodization holder used for fabrication of NAA 
substrates (a) Anodization holder top (Cathode). (b) Anodization holder base (Anode). 
Packing of Al discs is followed by their electropolishing in a mixture of ethanol and 
perchloric acid (4:1, v:v) at 20 V for 3 min. The electropolished Al discs are then subjected to a 
two-step electrochemical anodization process in aqueous acid electrolyte (mostly oxalic acid or 
sulphuric acid or phosphoric) solution using the setup described in Figure 2.2. The Al disc 
holder was made out of poly-acrylic polymer sheet by cutting and milling. The pore geometry of  




NAA is highly dependent on the electrochemical anodization conditions (i.e. type of acid, purity 
of Al foil, anodization voltage, current, and temperature and so on), hence, it is necessary to 
design and optimize its geometry for particular application.  
 
 
Figure 2.2. A schematic diagram of the electrochemical anodization setup including an 
anodization unit, a power supply, an analogue to digital converter card connecting the power 
supply to a computer. The anodization unit consists of the following parts; A, plastic holder with 
a window; B; back metal contact; C, Al foil; D, platinum counter electrode. 
The electrolyte temperature during the anodization process is maintained in a double jacket 
beaker, which allows for flow of coolant liquid between the two layers for cooling the electrolyte 
(Figure 2.3a). The coolant liquid used here is a mixture of ethylene glycol and water (9:1, v:v), 
which is cooled and circulated using a fluid chiller and circulator (Figure 2.3b). The potential 
during the anodization was applied using and Agilent N5724 power supply, which is controlled 
by a custom made Labview program.  
NAA samples with straight pore (used in Chapter 3, 7, and 8), prepared for this PhD study were 
anodized using aqueous oxalic acid electrolyte at potentiostatic mode under mild anodization 
conditions (described in Chapter 1). During the two-step anodization process, the first anodized 
layer (anodized at 40 V for 20 h and 6ºC) is selectively chemically etched to obtain Al substrate 
with a hexagonally organized pit like pattern. These hexagonally organized pits act as the 
nucleation site during second anodization step for growth of hexagonally organized pores. The 
length of NAA pores was controlled by anodization time depending upon the application 1-4.  





Figure 2.3. (a) Anodization beaker with double jacket which allows for maintain a constant 
electrolyte temperature. (b) Chiller circulator used for cooling and circulating the coolant around 
the anodization beaker. (c) Digital photograph of the anodization holder along with an Al chip. 
NAA samples periodically modulated pores (i.e. NAA rugate filter photonic structures), 
were prepared using a novel anodization process. In this process, Al discs were cleaned and 
sonicated in ethanol and water, followed by electropolishing as for NAA with straight pores. The 
electropolished Al discs were then first anodized and subsequently subjected to removal of first 




anodized layer selectively under same conditions as NAA with straight pores to obtain pre-
patterned Al discs. The pre-patterned Al discs were subsequently anodized using 
psuedosinusoidal voltage profiles (described in details in Chapter 4, 5, and 6). This pseudo-
sinusoidal anodization voltage profile provides periodic modulation of pore diameter along the 
thickness of NAA layer. 
2.3. Functionalization of NAA with silanes using CVD process 
Functionalization of NAA surface is one of the main step in fabrication of nanopore based 
optical sensors 4. Functionalization provides NAA capabilities to specifically and selectively 
capture target molecule, which is monitored by the RIfS optical system. NAA samples were 
mainly functionalized with silanes (with amine and thiol terminal groups) using a chemical 
vapour deposition (CVD) process in a glass desiccator heated in a conventional oven. A digital 
photograph of the CVD setup is provided in Figure 2.4.  
 
Figure 2.4. Digital photographs of (a) CVD setup used for silanization of NAA sensing 
substrates. (b) open desiccator showing configuration of NAA sensing substrates and silane 
solution.  




2.4. Design and fabrication of bulk and microfluidic flow cells 
Flow cells are an essential part of the optical sensing setup. Flow cells allow for real time 
monitoring attachment of analyte molecules to the capture probes immobilised on the NAA 
sensing substrate. Real-time monitoring presents several advantages over batch processing based 
sensing approach (i.e. signal only measured in the beginning and at the end of the analyte 
attachment process) such as ability to monitor the analyte-receptor binding process as it occurs, 
extensive data points for better understanding the binding kinetics and so on. The design of flow 
cell is highly critical for target sensing application. For example, bulk flow cell (i.e. large total 
analyte volume required) is more suitable for applications where analytes molecules are 
abundantly present in the sample solution and are not expensive. Therefore, bulk flow cells are 
more suitable for environmental and industrial sensing applications 5. On the other hand, a 
microfluidic cell, requires low analyte molecule (in nano to micro litter range), are more suitable 
for application in which target analytes are scarce in the sample solution and are highly 
expensive (i.e. limited available amount). For these reasons, microfluidic flow cells are more 
suitable for detection of target analytes of biological origin as they are extremely complex to 
prepare and the synthesis process is highly time and cost intensive. Therefore, a bulk flow cell 
and a microfluidic cell were designed and fabricated to cover environmental, industrial as well as 
biomedical sensing applications, respectively. 
The bulk flow cell designed and fabricated for thesis not only accommodates the NAA 
sensing substrate but also allows for real-time monitoring of sensing reaction in combination 
with RIfS. A schematic of the bulk flow cell is provided in Figure 2.5a. The bulk flow cell used 
in this thesis (Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) consists of two parts, a support base and a top cover, 
which are clamped together by stainless screws. The support base sits under NAA sensing 
substrate preventing it from tilting or bending, whereas the top cover is drilled with inlet and 




outlet ports for analyte transport over NAA sensing substrate. A viton® O-ring is used to seal the 
two parts together and create a working volume for flow analyte solution over NAA sensing 
substrate packed in the cell. The Bulk flow cell was constructed in poly-acrylic plastic (i.e. plexi 
glass) due to its low optical scattering and ease of process ability. A digital photograph of the 
bulk flow cell is provided in Figure 2.5b. 
 
Figure 2.5. Design and scheme of the bulk flow cell used in this thesis presented as (a) A 
schematic. (b) A digital photograph (Used for studies presented in Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). 
 
The microfluidic flow cell used in this thesis consists of two halves which can be sealed 
during use by a stainless steel clamp. This microfluidic flow cell is bondless type making it re-
usable for multiple sensing experiments. Similar to the bulk flow cell the micro fluidic cell has a 
base and a top cover. The top cover for the microfluidic flow cell is made of borosilicate glass 
with 0.5 mm diameter holes drilled for inlet and outlet port. The base chip supports the micro 
channel (100 µm wide and 100 µm deep) that deliver the analyte fluid to a square cavity (1.6 x 
1.6 mm2 and 400 µm deep) which accommodates NAA sensing substrate (approximately 300 
µm thick). This leaves a further 100 µm space between the NAA sensing substrate and 
borosilicate glass lid where analyte fluid could pass. Micropillar mixers present before the 
sensing substrate cavity ensure even delivery and distribution of fluid over the whole NAA 
sensing substrate 6-8. A schematic of the base chip for the microfluidic cell is provided in Figure 




2.6a. The microstructures were formed in solid poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by the hot-
embossing process using a brass stamp, machined by CNC micromachining (Supermill-2M, 
Kira), at 4.3 MPa at 130 ºC using a hot embosser-substrate bonder (EVG, 520-HE). The stainless 
steel clamp was designed in such a way that it ensured complete sealing of the two halves and 
provided a window for focusing the RIfS optical probe onto NAA sensing substrate for optical 
measurements. A digital photograph of the completely packed microfluidic cell is provided in 
Figure 2.6b. The analytes were delivered to NAA sensing substrate using a syringe pump 
(Fusion Touch, Chemyx, UK) connected to flow cells by silicon tubing. The flow rates for 
different experiments were optimized and controlled accordingly.  
 
Figure 2.6. (a) Schematic showing the design of the microfluidic flow cell used in this thesis 
with a zoom on the cavity holding the NAA sensing substrate. (b) A digital photograph of the 
packed microfluidic cell fitted with the optical probe (Used for study presented in Chapter 8). 




2.5. RIfS setup for optical sensing measurements 
The RIfS optical setup used throughout this thesis consists of a halogen white light source 
(HL 1LL, Ocean Optics, USA) connected to one end of a bifurcated optical probe (R400-7 Vis-
NIR, Ocean Optics, USA) that carries the light and focuses it on NAA sensing substrate. The 
reflected light is collected by the collection fibers in the same probe and is transferred to a 
miniature spectrometer (USB4000 VIS-NIR, Ocean Optics, USA) through the other bifurcated 
end. The white light is sharply focused on NAA sensing substrate illuminating a spot of 2 mm in 
diameter by a collimating lens connected at the end of the probe using a custom designed fitting 
(made from plastic). A digital photograph of the RIfS setup, which fits on an A4 sheet of paper, 
is shown in Figure 2.7. The optical reflection data from the miniature spectrometer is acquired 
by software package from Ocean Optics (SpectraSuit) in wavelength range 400 to 1000 nm. This 
software package allows to control the integration time, saving interval, and measurement 
averaging for optimal signal collection and post processing. The collected optical reflection 
spectrum for sensing experiments are processed in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, USA) to calculate 










Figure 2.7.  Photograph of the complete RIfS setup that is smaller than an A4 size sheet of 
paper . 




Note that, the RIfS probe held vertically using a micro manipulator arm to focus light on NAA 
sensing substrate at a normal angle. The micromanipulator arm allows for precisely and 
accurately focusing the light onto desired area of NAA sensing substrate. Notice that, RIfS 
optical setup is highly susceptible to external vibrations that result in large noise in the RIfs 
signal. Therefore, the whole RIfS sensing setup was fixed on an anti-vibration table with optical 
bench to clamp various optical assemblies. 
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These additional videos show the change in color of the different NAA-RFs after filling their pores with 
acetone. That phenomenon is associated with the effective medium change. Notice that these 
nanostructures recover the original color after acetone is evaporated. An electronic copy of these videos 
is provided along with each copy of the thesis. 
Video S1. Change in color of the different NAA-RFs without pore widening after infiltrating their 
nanopores with acetone. 
Video S2. Change in color of the different NAA-RFs with 9 min of pore widening after infiltrating their 
nanopores with acetone. 
Video S3. Change in color of the different NAA-RFs with 18 min of pore widening after infiltrating their 
nanopores with acetone.   
Video S4. Partial change in color of NAA-RF(1) with 18 min of pore widening after infiltrating their 
nanopores with acetone. Notice that one half of that sample was covered with transparent tape in order 
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This thesis advances the knowledge about structural and optical engineering of NAA, surface 
functionalization, and application of NAA as a sensing substrate with reflectometric interference 
spectroscopy. The first major contribution of this thesis is understanding, designing, and 
optimizing the structural parameters of NAA for optical sensing applications. The second major 
contribution of this thesis is the understanding of surface chemistry of NAA in order to 
functionalize its surface with silanes for imparting selective surface groups for sensing 
applications. This was used to develop a portable, ultrasensitive, and label-free detection tool for 
determining gold (III) ions in environmental and biomedical scenarios. Understanding of 
controlling the pore geometries, in particular the ability to engineer the pore diameter of NAA 
substrates along the thickness of the film was used to generate 1D porous photonic structure as 
NAA based rugate filters. These complex porous photonic structures were selectively modified 
with silanes in order to detect ionic mercury for environmental and biomedical applications. The 
sensing performance of NAA as a substrate was compared using RIfS and photoluminescence, in 
which PLS proved to be more efficient. However, the results predict that method of analyte 
adsorption plays a crucial role in determining the sensing performance of a system. Final 
contribution of this thesis is to demonstrate that RIfS in combination with NAA can not only be 
used for sensing but to determine the release of target agent from inside its pores such as 
therapeutic agents. This combination also makes it possible to mimic the dynamic flow 
conditions that prevail inside the host body and provide a more accurate measure of kinetics of 
release of therapeutics. The following sections outline the specific conclusions drawn from all 
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9.1.1. Ultrasensitive Nanoporous Interferometric Sensors for Label-
Free Detection of Gold (III) Ions 
A highly sensitive and selective, portable, and label-free sensor for detection of gold (III) ions 
using NAA as the substrate and RIfS as the sensing technique was developed. The following 
conclusions were drawn from this study. 
1. NAA substrate with hexagonally packed straight pores (i.e. no branching along the pore 
length) and controlled thickness could be obtained by carefully tuning the anodization 
parameters. The prepared NAA sensing substrate displays extraordinary optical properties, 
showing well resolved interference pattern in reflection spectrum. 
2. The surface of NAA sensing substrate can be easily modified with organo-silane self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) via a simple chemical vapor deposition process. 
Interestingly, the CVD modification method provides organo-silane SAMs with terminal 
group still active for further binding to analyte of interest. In this chapter, the surface of NAA 
substrates was modified with silane having a thiol terminal to provide the sensing substrate 
with selectivity towards gold (III) ions.  
3. The developed Au (III) ions sensor shows a broad analysis range from 0.1 to 750 µM Gold 
(III) ions with a linear detection range between 0.1 to 80 µM gold (III) ions solution. The 
lower limit of detection was 100 nM gold (III) ions solution. 
The sensor was highly selective towards detection of gold (III) ions even in presence of other 
interfering ions. This was confirmed by monitoring the RIfS response on exposure to 
aqueous solutions of Fe3+, Mg2+, Co2+, Cu2+, Ni2+, Ag+, and Pb2+ ions (at 40 µM 
concentration). Also, the developed NAA based RIfS sensing system was capable of 
selectively detecting gold (III) ions even in binary mixtures of different metal ions (i.e. 1:1, 
40 µM: 40 µM,  Pb2+ and Ag+, Au3+ and Pb2+, and Au3+ and Ag+).  
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4. The real-life application of the NAA-RIfS gold (III) ions sensors was proven by successful 
detection of 40 µM Au3+ ions in tap-water and PBS. 
5. Lastly, the binding kinetics of gold (III) ions with  thiol groups on NAA surface were 
obtained by fitting the RIfS data to  Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models. The obtained 
fitting suggests that the binding of gold (III) ions to thiol groups on NAA surface follow a 
monolayer adsorption model as the data fits well to Langmuir isotherm. 
9.1.2. Structural and Optical Nanoengineering of Nanoporous 
Anodic Alumina Rugate Filters for Real-Time and Label-Free 
Biosensing Applications 
A novel method for anodization of Al to produce 1D porous photonic structure as rugate filters 
was established and the performance of the prepared NAA rugate filters was optimized under 
non-specific binding conditions by infiltrating the pores with glucose solutions of different 
concentrations. The following conclusions were drawn from this study. 
1. A pseudosinusoidal potentiostatic anodization approach was adopted to prepare NAA-RFs. 
Four different types of NAA-RFs were fabricated by modifying the anodization conditions, 
which enabled the engineering of the effective medium of NAA in depth. These NAA-RFs 
display significant difference in their reflection stop band position in the optical spectrum. 
2. The optical characteristics of these four NAA-RFs were assessed by reflection measurements 
by manipulating the effective medium (i.e. refractive index) of the pores of NAA-RFs by 
infiltration with glucose solutions. Peak position of the reflection stop band was taken as the 
critical parameter for this study. 
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3. The obtained optical reflection data revealed NAA-RFs could present a low limit of detection 
down to 0.01 M (i.e. refractive index of 1.333) with a sensitivity of 4.93 nm M
-1
 (i.e. 164 nm 
per refractive index units) and a linearity of 0.998.  
4. Finally, the data was fitted to Looyenga–Landau–Lifshitz model to theoretically verify and 
validate the obtained experimental results. 
Therefore, this chapter contributes to the understanding and development of optimized 
optical biosensors based on structurally engineered nanoporous anodic alumina platforms with 
enhanced optical signals.  
9.1.3. Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Rugate Filters for Sensing of 
Ionic Mercury: Toward Environmental Point-of-Analysis Systems 
A point of analysis type portable and lable-free detection system for analyzing ionic mercury in 
environmental and biomedical samples was developed using structurally and optically optimized 
NAA-RFs obtained from previous study. The following conclusions were drawn from this study. 
1. The NAA-RFs were successfully fabricated using the pseudo-sinusoidal anodization process 
described in Chapter 4 and functionalized with mercapto-silane to selectively bind and 
detect ionic mercury in environmental samples. 
2. The linear working range of the developed ionic mercury detection system ranged between 1 
to 100 µM, with a low limit of detection of 1 µM (i.e. 200 ppb) and a sensitivity of 0.072 nm 
µM-1.  
3. The selectivity of the system was analyzed by exposing the NAA-RFs modified with 
mercapot-silane to other interfering ionic species including 2 mM aqueous solutions of Co2+, 
Mg2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Pb2+, Fe3+, Ca2+, Cr6+ and Ag+ ions. 
4. The sensor displayed capabilities to detect ionic mercury in complex solvents such as tap 
water (i.e. SA Water – Adelaide) and environmental water collected from a local river (i.e. 
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River Torrens – Adelaide) with concentrations of the model solutions being 5 and 40 µM. 
This proves the practical application of the developed system for environmental detection of 
toxic heavy metals.  
9.1.4. Advanced Structural Design of Nanoporous Photonic 
Structures: Modulating Nanopore Architecture to Enhance Sensing 
Properties 
The importance of an optimal design of the pore geometry and shape of NAA sensing platforms 
was established by comparing two different pore geometries on NAA (i.e. NAA with straight 
pores and NAA-DBRs, distributed Bragg reflectors with layered modulations). The sensing 
performance of the two structures was assessed under specific adsorption and non-specific 
adsorption conditions (i.e. binding of ionic mercury to mercapto-terminal on NAA surface and 
pore infiltration with glucose solutions, respectively). The following conclusions were drawn 
from this study. 
1. Two types of NAA photonic structures featuring different pore geometries (i.e. pore lengths 
and diameters) and shapes (i.e. straight and modulated pores) are produced by tailoring the 
voltage profile during anodization process. 
2. The optical characteristics of both the NAA photonic structures were assessed in detail by 
reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS). 
3. The RIfS data concludes that NAA-DBRs are more sensitive than the NAA with straight 
pores as the former responds much better to changes in refractive index than the later. The 
sensing performance under non-specific adsorption conditions (i.e. pore infiltration with 
glucose) was analyzed as a function of thickness for both the NAA photonic structures. The 
NAA-DBR was found to be twice as sensitive as its counterpart and could detect half analyte 
at half the concentration in comparison to NAA with straight proes. 
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4. The most sensitive structure of NAA-DBR was compared with NAA straight pores of similar 
pore length for detection of ionic mercury. Even in this case (i.e. specific adsorption) NAA-
DBR proved to be a much better porous structure for sensing applications. 
9.1.5. Optically Optimized Photoluminescent and Interferometric 
Biosensors Based on Nanoporous Anodic Alumina: A Comparison 
This chapter compares the sensing performance of nanoporous anodic alumina based optical 
biosensors using photoluminescence spectroscopy (PLS) and reflectometric interference 
spectroscopy (RIfS). First, the pore structure of NAA (i.e. pore diameter and pore length) was 
optimized in terms of their optical signals obtained by PLS and RIfS. The most optimal NAA 
structure was compared for its sensing performance by detecting two different analytes: D-
glucose and L-cysteine under non-specific and specific adsorption conditions, respectively with 
PLS and RIfS. The following conclusions were drawn from this study. 
1. The optimization process of the optical signal from NAA with different structural parameters 
using PLS and RIfS, revealed that thinner nanoporous films with wider pores provide more 
intense optical signals for sensing purposes.  
2. PLS-NAA sensing combination were more sensitive toward glucose molecules infiltration 
under non-specific conditions, with a lower limit of detection of 0.010 M and a sensitivity of 
0.013 ± 0.001 % mM
-1
.  
3. The sensing performance of these biosensors for detecting L-cysteine under specific 
adsorption conditions revealed that both sensing platforms (I.e. RIfS-NAA and PLS-NAA) 
showed comparable sensing parameters (i.e. LoD and S), albeit PLS-NAA platforms 
demonstrated a slightly better performance.  
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9.1.6. Real-Time and In Situ Drug Release Monitoring From 
Nanoporous Implants under Dynamic Flow Conditions by 
Reflectometric Interference Spectroscopy 
An innovative approach to monitor in situ drug release under dynamic flow conditions from 
nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA) based implants were established using RIfS. The release 
process is carried out under dynamic flow conditions in a microfluidic device, which makes it 
possible to analyze drug release under constant refreshing of eluting medium thus mimicking the 
physiological conditions of biological milieu at the implant site inside the host body. 
1. NAA implants were successfully loaded with anti-inflammatory drug indomethacin and their 
in vitro release characteristics were established under static and dynamic conditions by 
comparative measurements between UV-visible spectroscopy and reflectometric interference 
spectroscopy, respectively.  
2. A pronounced difference in drug release time was observed with release extending up to 4 
day under static conditions while it lasted only a few hours under dynamic flow conditions in 
a microfluidic flow cell.  
3. The experimental data fitted to Higuchi model verified that the faster the flow rate the higher 
the amount of released drug. The obtained release rate constants clearly suggest the release of 
drug from NAA pores is a function of flow rate (i.e. rate of refreshing the concentration 
gradient). In particular, the rate constants increased from 2.23 ± 0.02 to 12.47 ± 0.04 µg min
-
1/2
 when the flow rate is increased from 10 to 50 µL min
-1
, respectively. This method 
provides more reliable and relevant information than conventional in vitro drug release 
methods performed under conventional static conditions as it closely mimics the 
physiological conditions that exist at the implant site in the host body. 
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9.2. Recommendations for Future work 
The results of this thesis advance the knowledge on structural and optical engineering of NAA 
for sensing applications. However, further studies are required to increase our understanding of 
this important field of structural and optical engineering of NAA for environmental and 
biomedical sensing for a wide range of analytes. A number of tasks which still need to be studied 
are listed below: 
1. Although a number of photonic structures have been produced in NAA but the studies related 
to optical properties of NAA still are at their nascent stage. So, a large amount of work and 
efforts need to be put in this are to develop even more complex and versatile photonic 
structures in NAA such as true rugate filters, microcavities, directional mirrors and so on. 
New porous photonic crystals fabricated by structural engineering of NAA can be prepared 
by new anodization profiles such as sinusoidal, superimposed sinusoidal, square wave, and 
so on. These new NAA based photonic structures could provide higher sensitivity for 
detection of a large variety of analytes in solution and vapor phase.  
2. Second, major area that needs huge amount of attention in order to develop highly sensitive 
and selective sensors based on NAA is its surface chemistry. A vast number of techniques 
are available to modify the chemistry of NAA surface. However, stability, activity, and 
reproducibility of these surface chemistries is still questionable. In this direction, continues 
and large number of efforts and resources are needed to optimize the existing 
functionalization techniques. Furthermore, new methods and chemistries are needed to 
develop catering to specific target analytes.  
3. The other important field of study for sensing is to characterize the binding mechanisms and 
kinetics of an analyte-reception reaction in order to optimize sensing performance. This is 
really necessary as the time of analysis is directly dependent on the binding kinetics of the 
analyte to receptor. Also, mass transport is another similar field that needs to be covered as 
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the kinetics of reactions in a nanoporous substrate differs from kinetics under bulk 
conditions.  
4. Efforts also need to be put into development of simpler and cost-effective optical devices. 
For this, setups which do not need optical fiber and can be realized with low-cost 
spectrometer need to be developed. Also, so far only visible range of the spectrum is covered 
by NAA passed photonic crystals based sensing systems, therefore, detailed studies should 
be carried out for development of photonic crystals with optical signatures in near infra-red 
(NIR) or ultra-violet (UV) range of the spectrum. Could you include detection by mobile 
phones 
5. The hexagonally organized pores of NAA is a boon and has opened doors for fabricating 
optical sensors in combination with techniques as localized surface plasmon resonance 
(LSPR), surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and others. NAA surface can be 
coated with noble metals layers and the hexagonal pore patter gives rise to regularly 
organized nanocaps like pattern, which act as hot-spot for excitation or SPR and SERS. 
Therefore, more efforts need to be put in to this research field to develop NAA based 
portable and point-of care sensors. Furthermore, the ability of SERS to provide qualitative 
information about the analyte should also be researched in details in order to develop NAA 
based SERS sensors with ability to fingerprint the chemicals. Such fingerprint and barcoding 
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